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School districts across the country are at a pivotal
point in their evolution. The federal No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) demands that states and
districts measure schools' performance and take
action if they fail to make adequate progress. In
most states, these new federal mandates supplement
existing state policies with similar requirements. In
addition, pressure is coming from a public increasing-
ly impatient about schools' performance and parents
who want more and more choices in terms of schools.

All this pressure puts school board members, superin-
tendents and central office staff in a tight spot.
Increasingly, they will be held accountable for how
schools perform. Yet, they are removed from where
the real action is in classrooms across their districts.

There is one common approach to this dilemma
district efforts to "make" schools reform by mandat-
ing, often in great detail, how they should carry out
teaching and learning. For example, districts adopt
a districtwide reading program, require teachers to
undergo specific kinds of professional development or
direct schools to use certain instructional methods.

But, as any district leader knows, this strategy suf-
fers from a number of potential drawbacks:

Focusing on the minutiae of school affairs
diverts district leaders' attention from the big
picture setting ambitious goals for the dis-
trict's students, finding great leaders to run
schools and monitoring schools' progress.
Trying to fashion one-size-fits-all policies cre-
ates political controversy that can result in
gridlock, watered-down compromises and
further diversion of attention.
"Making" schools perform is notoriously diffi-
cult classroom practice often seems resistant
to central office directives.
Central office policies often fail to generate
buy-in at the school level and fail to foster
innovation by educators.
Top-down environments discourage the best
leaders and teachers from coming to work in a
district.

In response to these challenges, school districts
across the country have begun to explore a new
approach to inducing their schools to perform
charter districts. Rather than mandating specific
approaches their schools must take, these districts
strive to create the environment in which schools
are most likely to perform well.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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To paraphrase Paul Hill of the University of
Washington and his colleagues, there are three key
parts of this environment. First, people in schools
have the opportunity to perform. Instead of detailed
mandates, the central office gives schools the free-
dom to design and carry out approaches that will
work for their students even if it means starting a
new school from scratch. Second, the district
provides incentives to perform. District leaders enter
into "contracts" with the schools that set clear, high
expectations for student achievement. They also give
families the chance to choose their children's
schools. If a school's performance falls short, it faces
clearly defined consequences. Third, the district
builds the capacity of people in schools to meet these
ambitious expectations. It provides access to the
funding and services schools need to succeed.1

The potential benefits of such a strategy are the mir-
ror image of the drawbacks of mandating reform:

Freed from focusing on the minutiae of school
affairs, district leaders can direct their attention
to the big picture - setting ambitious goals for
the district's students, finding great leaders to
run schools and monitoring schools' progress.
Political controversy subsides. Teachers and
parents with different views of education can
choose to be in schools that match their vision.
Since schools select their own approaches, the
level of commitment by school personnel rises.
"Ownership" motivates people in schools to do
the hard work of school improvement.
School-level decisionmaking fosters innovation
and adaptation of strategies to the needs of
particular student populations.
The environment of freedom with responsibili-
ty attracts the best leaders and teachers to
come to work in a district.

Some districts are moving toward this approach to
school governance, but in different ways. Large dis-
tricts, such as the Chicago Public Schools and the
Los Angeles Unified School District, are creating
significant "subdistricts" of charter schools. Smaller
to medium-size districts, such as the San Carlos
School District in California, are transforming all or
most of their schools into charter schools. And in
some places, entirely new "districts" of charter
schools are being created, such as the District of
Columbia Public Charter Schools Board. Though
these districts are quite diverse, they share a com-
mon vision of how the "system" that is, the school

5
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board, superintendent and central office staff
relates to its schools. They also share some common
design issues as they develop their systems.
This report outlines those design issues, explaining
the key questions and discussing options for
addressing them.2 It divides the design issues into
three categories representing the three central ele-
ments of the environment these districts are trying
to create for their schools. Some relate to creating

the opportunity for schools to perform. Others con-
cern providing incentives for schools to perform. The
rest relate to building schools' capacity to perform.

The report concludes with a section on some of the
challenges of implementation the legal, political
and technical hurdles facing district leaders as they
create charter districts.

Potential Advantages of a Charter District
Traditional Governance Charter District

Freed from focusing on the minutiae of school
affairs, district leaders can direct their attention
to the big picture.

Leadership
Focus

Due to demand of day-to-day manage-
ment of school affairs, district leaders'
attention is diverted from the big picture.

Political
Controversy

Trying to fashion one-size-fits-all policies
creates political controversy that can
result in gridlock, compromises and fur-
ther diversion of attention.

Political controversy subsides. Teachers and par-
ents with different views of education can choose
to be in schools that match their vision.

School
Buy-in

Classroom practice is resistant to central
office directives.

Since schools select their own approaches, corn-
mitment of school personnel rises.

Innovation and
Adaptation

Central office policies can fail to foster
innovation by educators.

School-level decisionmaking fosters innovation
and adaptation of strategies to the needs of all
student populations.

Leadership/
Faculty
Recruitment

Top-down environments can discourage
the best leaders and teachers from corn-
ing to work in a district.

The environment of freedom with responsibility
helps attract the best leaders and teachers to
come to work in a district.

Opportunity
To Perform

Incentives
To Perform

Capacity
To Perform

Key Charter District Design Issues
How much and what kinds of autonomy should schools have?
How much emphasis should a charter district place on authorizing new schools?
How should a charter district convert existing schools to charter or contract schools?

How should a charter district hold schools accountable for results?
How should choice for families work?

How can a charter district help ensure a supply of high-quality schools?
How should district leaders distribute funding to schools in a charter district?
What is the best role for the central office in a charter district?
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The "opportunity to perform" for individual schools
is perhaps what distinguishes a charter district most
strikingly from the conventional school district. In a
traditional district, individual schools are adminis-
trative sub-units of the district. The school board,
superintendent or central office officials make most
of the key decisions about learning programs,
personnel and budgets. Though many districts have
implemented various forms of "school-based
management," by and large districts retain this
basic pattern of authority.3

In a charter district, by contrast, schools are not
administrative sub-units of the district. Instead,
independent legal entities, such as nonprofit corpo-
rations, operate these schools under contracts with
the district's authorizing entity, typically a board of
some kind. These contracts define the legal relation-
ship between the two parties the authority each
party will have, the responsibilities each will carry,
how resources will flow to the school, the constraints
under which the school will live, and the terms
under which the contract will be continued or
terminated as time goes on. Such contracts make
school-based authority "real" in a way that more
conventional school-based management policies can-
not, primarily because they provide a legally
enforceable underpinning for the rights and
responsibilities of the schools and the district.

Shifting to a contract-based system is a complex
undertaking, involving dozens of tough decisions
about how to structure the new relationship between
the district and its schools. This section takes up
three of the most important of those challenging
issues. First, how much and what kinds of autonomy
should schools have? Second, how much emphasis
should a charter district place on "chartering" new
schools versus converting existing schools to this
new relationship? Third, to the extent a charter dis-
trict is converting existing schools to charter schools,
how should that process unfold?

How Much and What Kinds of Autonomy
Should Schools Have?
Compared with schools in a more conventional
school district, schools in a charter district will
clearly have much greater autonomy. But autonomy
is not a simple yes-or-no question for district lead-
ers. State and federal laws are likely to dictate cer-
tain procedures and constraints that will apply to
schools, such as special education, even if they are
contract schools like those envisioned here. And dis-
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trict leaders may want to limit autonomy in other
ways to pursue districtwide priorities or to limit the
district's liability.

One useful starting point is to create a list of the
major areas of school operations and decisionmak-
ing. This list is, in essence, the universe of potential
authority that might be placed at the school level. If
it reaches a certain level of detail, such a list will be
very long indeed. But a handful of major categories
can structure the list:

Learning program. Will the system require
that schools cover certain core courses or sub-
jects? Who will choose the curriculum and
instructional approaches used at each school?
Who will select textbooks and other instruc-
tional materials or software? Who will decide
how to structure time at each school (start
time, length of class periods and school days,
the annual school calendar, before- and after-
school programs)?
Human resources. Who will hire, evaluate
and dismiss school principals, teachers and
other staff at the school? Who will set the rules
for teacher qualifications (within the con-
straints of state and federal law)? Who will
determine salaries and benefits? Who will set
the staffing structure at schools? Who will
make decisions about professional develop-
ment? What level of discretion will the faculty
have? Will school personnel be covered by
collective-bargaining agreements with unions?
If so, will the new arrangements in the district
require changes in or exemptions to those
agreements? What is the process for bringing
about those changes?
Finances. Who will create and manage each
school's budget? Will there be restrictions on
how schools can use funds? Will there be
restrictions on schools' raising outside funds?
Compliance issues. How will special educa-
tion be handled? Will each school be responsi-
ble for providing special education to all its
students, or will the central office play some
role in organizing special education services?
What other compliance requirements, includ-
ing reporting, will apply to schools?

On each question, there is a continuum of autonomy
that can be afforded to schools. At one end, all
authority rests at the school level. At the other, the
central office dictates the school's approach. But

How Local Leaders Can Create Charter Districts



there are steps in between. Ordered from most
autonomous to least autonomous, these include:

Decisionmaking authority at the school level,
but the central office provides assistance
Decisionmaking authority at the school level,
but within required parameters established at
the central office
School proposes policies or approaches, but the
central office must approve based on estab-
lished criteria or guidelines.

The level of school autonomy does not need to be the
same for all areas of decisionmaking authority. It
may be that some areas, such as those highly regulat-
ed by higher levels of government, such as special
education, must be set on the "low" end of the autono-
my continuum by law, while others can be delegated
more fully to the school.

Whatever level of autonomy is set, a couple of obser-
vations are worth making from the early experience
of charter districts. First, it is vital to think through
autonomy issues in advance as much as possible;
otherwise, disputes that are difficult to resolve are
likely to arise in the process of implementation. A
second and related point is the need to codify autono-
my levels in the contract or charter between the dis-
trict and a school. Informal understandings may work
as long as affairs are going smoothly, but they do not
work well when controversy rears its ugly head.

How Much Emphasis Should a Charter
District Place on Authorizing New
Schools?
Across the country, existing charter districts have
handled this question differently. Some, such as the
District of Columbia Public Charter School Board
and the Chicago Public Schools, have composed their
new systems almost entirely of new schools. Others,
such as California's San Carlos School District, have
made the transition primarily by converting existing
schools to charter status. Still others, such as the
Los Angeles Unified School District and the Twin
Ridges Elementary School District in California,
have included a mix of new and converted schools in
their systems.

Districts that have relied completely or partly on
new schools have several reasons for doing so. It is
notoriously difficult to effect change in an existing
school or, for that matter, in any existing organiza-
tion. This is especially true when the envisioned
changes are significant and thoroughgoing, involving
alterations in the daily practices of teachers and in

the very culture of schools. Moving toward a charter
district involves exactly this kind of radical change
in schools. They go from being units of a district to
being independent entities; from taking directives
from central office staff to charting their own course;
from being assigned a set of students and teachers
each year to being schools of choice for both children
and faculty. This kind of change can be wrenching,
especially if a substantial group of stakeholders does
not support the change. It is not a simple matter of
changing the sign out front from "Elm Street
Elementary School" to "Elm Street Charter
Elementary School."

It is not impossible for existing schools to make this
transition, though. In fact, many have, and conver-
sions do have their advantages. Because they are
not starting from scratch, they may have a strong
foundation on which to build a revamped school.
This foundation, in part, is literal conversion
schools generally do not have to endure the often-
harrowing process of developing a new school facili-
ty. But the foundation may have more intangible
components as well strong working relationships
among staff, a supportive parent community, and
positive routines and practices that support student
achievement.

A mix of new schools and conversion schools may be
the preferable approach. A mixed system seeks to
capitalize on the advantages both bring, without
placing all the district's proverbial eggs in one bas-
ket. And as subsequent sections discuss, districts can
take steps to mitigate the pitfalls that new and
converted schools face.

How Should a Charter District Convert
Existing Schools to Charter or Contract
Schools?
Some small and medium-sized districts have con-
verted all, or almost all, their existing schools to
chartered schools at one time. For example, the
Chester Upland School District in Pennsylvania, as
a consequence of a state takeover, turned nine of its
10 existing schools into "contract" schools, hiring
Edison Schools Inc. to manage them.

Other small and medium-sized districts are moving
incrementally toward converting all or most of their
schools to charter schools. The San Carlos School
District, where most schools are now charter
schools, did not go that way all at once; schools have
converted to charter status one by one over the
years. In the Barnstable School District in
Massachusetts, officials have begun a planning
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process they hope will result in the gradual conver-
sion of schools in that district to charter status.

In larger districts, especially very large urban dis-
tricts, such a wholesale conversion has scarcely been
contemplated and certainly never executed. In those
districts, the most common practice is instead to cre-
ate "subdistricts" that contain charter and contract
schools, including any conversion schools. The New
York City, Los Angeles and Philadelphia school
districts all have significant and/or growing subdis-
tricts containing charter and contract schools. In
New York, the subdistrict is actually a formal
administrative unit District 33 that exists along-
side 32 geographic districts. In Los Angeles and
Philadelphia, there is no formal subdistrict. But
there are enough charter and contract schools that

The Nuts & Bolts of Charter Districts 5

each district has established a separate
administrative structure to oversee these schools,
constituting in effect a district within a district.
Partial or gradual conversion can help alleviate
some of the challenges of conversion previously
described. By moving incrementally, districts can
give existing schools the opportunity to step forward
and become more independently operated, but not
mandate it. The voluntary nature of the conversion
makes it more likely that change will happen at the
school, and less likely that it will be resisted.
Incremental conversion also allows the district to
apply criteria to schools wishing to convert for
example, requirements that staff and students buy
in or that the school has a clear plan for handling its
new responsibilities.

9 How Local Leaders Can Create Charter Districts



The charter schools idea is often described as a bar-
gain in which schools gain increased autonomy in
return for enhanced accountability. The logic is com-
pelling. When a district grants increased autonomy
to a school, it lets go of its primary instruments for
inducing performance in the school its detailed
mandates regarding how things should be done in
the school. Since the district is still responsible for
the school's performance, it has to figure out a way
to replace those instruments with new ones. That is
where incentives come in. Incentives are the pri-
mary way, along with capacity building, that the
system tries to stimulate high performance in
schools.

Charter districts generally pursue two forms of
incentive for performance. First, they institute some
kind of results-based accountability. Even as a con-
tract with a school outlines the autonomy the school
receives, it simultaneously establishes the school's
obligations to perform. Continuation of the contract
is, in theory, contingent on the school's achievement
of targets set forth in the contract. Second, charter
districts extend choice to families about where their
children attend school and tie resources to enroll-
ment. Since a school's financial future depends on
recruiting and retaining students, it has a strong
incentive to be responsive to families and produce
results that families value.

That is the theory. But each of these two forms of
incentives creates vexing design issues for charter
districts. The next two subsections explore some of
the most pressing ones.

How Should a Charter District Hold
Schools Accountable for Results?
Many of today's school accountability systems are
designed with conventional districts in mind. In
particular, they are designed to work with large
numbers of schools operating in a relatively uniform
fashion.4 A charter district's accountability system,
by contrast, typically deals with a relatively small
number of schools that exhibit variety and operate
on limited-term contracts they can be closed if
they fail to perform. These characteristics of a char-
ter district their scale, the variety of their schools
and the high-stakes nature of school contracts
raise some interesting challenges in the design of
accountability systems, but also some potential
opportunities. In this section, these are discussed
under three headings that represent three important
"legs" of any accountability system setting expecta-

tions, gathering information and using the data to
make decisions.5

Setting expectations. A results-based school
accountability system begins with a set of expecta-
tions for the outcomes that schools will produce over
time. In conventional accountability systems, which
must apply to all schools, say, in an entire state, it is
necessary to simplify expectations in a way that can
be applied uniformly to a vast system. For example,
the accountability system for elementary schools in
many states bases expectations for schools on the
results of standardized tests in math and reading.
Schools are expected to get a certain percentage of
children to grade level on these tests or to make a
certain amount of progress each year in their efforts.

Charter districts, by contrast, have developed more
complex expectations. For example, Chicago Public
Schools rates its charter schools on a wide range of
variables, including the achievement of standards
unique to a school's mission. Similarly, the District
of Columbia Public Charter School Board enters into
a legally binding accountability agreement with each
of its schools that includes a mix of common and
school-specific expectations. A school focused on
bringing dropouts back to school and helping them
go on to postsecondary education or a successful
career, for example, might include special expecta-
tions related to postsecondary outcomes in its agree-
ment. A school committed to community service
might measure its success in that arena and be held
accountable, in part, for those outcomes.

Two factors drive charter districts toward such com-
plex accountability systems. First, they make sense
in the context of the variety that the districts seek to
foster. Since these districts want schools to pursue
unique missions, it makes sense to tailor expecta-
tions to match the unique approaches and goals that
different schools have. Tailored expectations also
have a better chance of matching up with a school's
own sense of internal accountability its stakehold-
ers' understanding of what the school is trying to
accomplish and how that will be measured.

Second, the small scale of the typical charter district
makes it feasible to set school-specific expectations
in a way that it may not be for a state or a large dis-
trict. The district does not have to negotiate complex
accountability agreements with hundreds, or even
thousands, of schools at a time.
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Still, designing an approach to setting expectations
that allows for variety is complex. What is the prop-
er mix of common and school-specific expectations?
How should common expectations, such as those
related to performance or growth on standardized
tests, be weighted versus more school-specific goals?
How and when should common and school-specific
expectations be determined? What standards of rigor
should be applied to indicators that schools propose
for their school-specific expectations? There are no
clear answers to these questions, just a range of
emerging practices that serve as models or starting
points for districts engaged in this kind of design.6

Gathering information. In the typical school
accountability system, the information that feeds
the accountability model is straightforward to col-
lect, primarily because it focuses on standardized
test results. Collecting information about a more
diverse set of measures creates challenges. How does
the district know if, for example, the community is
actively engaged in the life of a school that counts
such engagement toward its success? Or that the
school has effectively developed a promised new
model of teacher leadership in the school? Progress
toward such goals is not easily charted.

As with setting expectations, though, the scale of
most charter districts makes it feasible to engage in
more intensive forms of data gathering that make it
possible to gauge progress toward diverse goals. The
Massachusetts Department of Education, for exam-
ple, has developed an elaborate process of school
visits for charter schools, including a multi-day visit
by the outside firm SchoolWorks as the school
approaches the renewal of its charter. These visits
make it possible for the department to gather a wide
range of information about its charter schools,
including data about the more intangible parts of
each school's mission and goals.

The creation of such a complex information-gather-
ing system creates its own share of challenges. How
often should school visits take place? What are the
roles of announced versus unannounced visits in
such a process? What protocols should guide visitors'
observations? How should visitors be trained? What
kind of reports should these visits produce? What
kind of findings from visits should be shared with
parents or the public?

Making decisions. Performance evaluation in a
contract-based charter district is ultimately high
stakes. That is, the school's performance is supposed
to inform district-level decisions about whether or

The Nuts & Bolts of Charter Districts

District of Columbia Public Charter School
Board Accountability Requirements

Category Indicator
Academic Performance

'0

Stanford 9
(reading and
math)

students at advanced, proficient,
basic, below basic
% students showing gain
Average Normal Curve Equivalent
gain
% eligible students taking Stanford 9
% students above national median

Special
Education

11...11===.11111111
Student
Attendance

% in compliance with Individualized
Education Program
% evaluated within 120 days of
referral
% students receiving service

Average % in daily attendance (by
grade level)

School
Holding
Power

% students who re-enroll (by grade
level)

Discipline
# suspensions/expulsions
# disciplinary incidents requiring
referral to police, social services, etc.

Staff
Attendance

Audit

Teacher absentee rate

Management and Finance
Incidence and severity of findings

Financial
Results

Current year closes in black
# months cash flow is in black

Financial
Obligations

Incidence of late payment
Incidence of nonpayment

Level of
Debt

Amount owed in $ and % of budget

Cash Flow Level of reserves
Monthly fund balances

Note: The common indicators above are those established by the
District of Columbia Public Charter School Board. All schools
chartered by the board are required to track these indicators.
Beyond these common variables, the charter schools are free to
negotiate more school-specific measures with the board.
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not to continue the school's contract. No school in
such a district is necessarily permanent; its contin-
ued existence is contingent on performance.

Even in such a district, though, closing a school can
be daunting. Parents, students, teachers and com-
munity members may be invested in the school, even
if its performance on objective measures is lagging.
Building an airtight case for closure that can with-
stand legal challenge may be difficult. Questions of
transition what happens to students and the
school's assets in the event of closure can be tough
to untangle.
To date, experience with school closures within char-
ter districts is minimal. Most schools in such
districts have not yet reached the moment of truth,
and most of those that have reached that point have
been successful enough to carry on. So there is not a
rich experience base on which to build policies in
this area. Still, some observations can help establish
approaches to closing schools, if that becomes
necessary:

Insulation. Some charter districts have found
ways of insulating parts of their decisionmak-
ing process from the political pressures that
make it difficult to close schools. These include
hiring an outside firm to conduct an in-depth
evaluation of school performance as the renew-
al decision approaches (e.g., Massachusetts
Department of Education) or appointing a vol-
unteer board or advisory committee to make
recommendations about renewal (e.g., North
Carolina Board of Education). These strategies
do not eliminate controversy about school
closures, as Massachusetts' 2002 decision not
to renew the charter of Lynn Charter School
demonstrated. But they bolster decisionmak-
ers' ability to move forward with tough choices.
Transition policies. To avoid chaos in the
event of actual school closures, some charter
districts have begun to develop detailed poli-
cies for what will happen when a school closes.
How will students transition to new schools?
How will student records be preserved and
transferred? How will the school's financial
books be "closed"? What will happen to the
school's assets, from instructional materials to
computers to facilities? How will the school's
creditors, if any, be satisfied? Thinking
through these questions in advance can miti-
gate the turmoil of a school closure when it
happens.
Options for families. In many school clo-
sures, families have resisted. There may be
performance issues at these schools, they say,

8

but they still prefer this school to their other
options. As a result, a district that is consider-
ing closing a low-performing school needs to
take steps to ensure there are attractive
options for families. It may be impossible to
satisfy everyone, but the more high-quality
options available, the less controversy sur-
rounding a school closure.

How Should Choice for Families Work?
In addition to being accountable to the district for
producing results, schools in a charter district also
are accountable to families. Since funding follows
children to the schools their families choose, each
school's survival depends, in part, on its ability to
fill its seats.

Saying "we are going to give families a choice" is one
thing; actually designing the system through which
family choices will translate into student assign-
ment is another. The challenge arises because in
any choice system, some schools will be oversub-
scribed, and some will be undersubscribed.

The oversubscription challenge is less severe for a
large district (e.g., Philadelphia School District,
which is operating a subdistrict of charter and con-
tract schools) or a new charter district (e.g., District
of Columbia Public Charter School Board, which is
operating alongside a conventional district). In these
cases, each school can establish its own capacity and
then, through some fair process like a lottery, deter-
mine which students to admit. Students who are
unsuccessful in the admissions process have a
default option - they can always attend a school in
the conventional district. Undersubscribed schools
are problematic in a charter district, but in a
self-correcting way if a school is simply too under-
subscribed to survive financially, it will collapse
under its own weight unless it can find the outside
resources to make ends meet.

Oversubscribed and undersubscribed schools are
more problematic in a formerly conventional district
that is converting or has converted all its schools to
charter and contract schools. In these districts, there
is no fallback the district must offer a place in
some public school to every child. Imbalances pres-
ent the district, at least in the short term, with two
undesirable options. The district must either:

Require oversubscribed schools to meet excess
demand in some way or
Require students to attend schools other than
the ones they prefer.

12
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The first option is undesirable because it may
require schools to depart from their ideal size (e.g., a
high school committed to being small to foster close
relationships between and among staff and stu-
dents). Or even if the school is willing to become
larger, it may present insurmountable practical
problems if the school cannot create the needed
physical capacity in time for school to open. The sec-
ond option is undesirable because it runs against the
intention of these districts to allow families to
choose a school that matches their needs.

Districts may be able to mitigate these problems by
taking a longer-term view. Oversubscription is a
potentially powerful signal to district leaders that
they need to do something to expand the number of
slots available in oversubscribed programs. If actual
expansion of those programs by their existing pur-
veyors is not viable for some reason, the district can
solicit proposals from other providers to offer similar
programs in the future. There may be some lag time
during which the first or second option must be
invoked, but in the long term the district can
achieve balance.

The Nuts & Bolts of Charter Districts 9

An added challenge is what to do about facilities. On
the one hand, it does not make much sense to create
new physical capacity to accommodate demand
when other facilities in the district lie partly vacant
due to undersubscription. On the other, arranging to
use vacant space within other school buildings for
newly opened programs is challenging, to say the
least. While experience in the field may soon begin
to generate models, this is an area where cutting-
edge districts have little in the way of practical
wisdom on which to rely so far.

Whatever form of school choice they adopt, districts
need to take direct action to help families make the
right choices for their children. Extra care should be
taken to reach families who have less access to infor-
mation about the community's schools or whose
children have been historically underserved. Policies
need to be in place that minimize exceptions to
lotteries and ensure all admission standards are fair
and nondiscriminatory. Services such as transporta-
tion and nutrition should be offered but without
infringing on individual school autonomy.

13
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Capacity To Perform
Constituting schools as independent entities with
strong inducements to perform lays the groundwork
for excellence, but it does not guarantee it. Schools
still need to take advantage of the opportunity to
rise to the challenge posed by the incentives. In
other words, they need the capacity to perform.

For district leaders, the need to create capacity
poses a set of important design questions. First,
what can district leaders do to generate a supply of
high-quality schools in the system? Second, how
should the district arrange the funding system to
ensure schools have the resources they need to suc-
ceed? Finally, what should the role of the central
office be in this new arrangement?

The second two questions about funding and the
role of the central office are the subject of two
other papers in The Nuts & Bolts of Charter
Districts series. Thus, this paper focuses exclusively
on the first issue generating a supply of high-qual-
ity schools for the system.

How Can a Charter District Ensure a
Supply of High-Quality Schools?
When one thinks of building capacity in a school sys-
tem, one usually thinks of districts improving the
capabilities of the schools that are already in place.
This might be called the "support approach" to
capacity building. Charter districts are concerned
with that kind of capacity building as well, especial-
ly in districts that are primarily converting existing
schools into charter and contract schools, while
retaining the same basic leadership and staffing at
the schools.

For districts that involve new schools as part or all
of their supply, though, the capacity-building chal-
lenge looks different. In addition to providing
support for charter schools once they are opened,
these systems have the chance to build capacity
when they select entities to open and operate schools
in the first place. This opportunity suggests other
capacity-building functions for the system: generat-
ing a pipeline of strong applicants to operate schools
and conducting a deliberate selection of actual oper-
ators from that pipeline.

Support. The first decade of charter schools has
made clear that charter schools, while autonomous,
need support. The question that arises for charter
districts, though, is how to stimulate that support.
The conventional district mostly answers that ques-

tion by providing the support directly it has a
human resources department that takes care of per-
sonnel, a finance department that handles money, a
professional development division that designs
training sessions for teachers, a series of curriculum
offices that help schools with their learning pro-
grams and so on. The district may contract with
outside providers for some of these services, but it
remains the provider in the sense of taking responsi-
bility for delivering these services to schools.

This kind of approach does not sit well in a charter
district, for a couple of reasons. For one, it leads to a
kind of uniformity that does not mesh well with the
autonomy and differentiation that are the hallmarks
of charter districts. For another, if charter districts
are disbursing most funding to the schools for the
schools' own budgets, the central office is unlikely to
have the resources left to fund such a sprawling
service enterprise.

This does not mean, however, that the central office
has no role in supporting a charter district's schools.
In fact, a few possibilities for such a role are:

Stimulating outside providers. The district
can play the role of stimulating the availability
of outside providers. Many experienced organi-
zations already exist that can provide valuable
services to charter and contract schools. Some
of these are outside the education community
altogether, such as accounting firms and bus
companies, while others already serve the edu-
cation market. But existing entities may need
to be educated about the opportunity presented
by charter and contract schools; and schools
may need to learn about available services.
Districts can survey schools to learn their
needs and then offer vendor fairs to connect
schools with service providers. Where existing
organizations are not available or not interest-
ed in serving charter and contract schools,
districts can stimulate supply by publicizing
the demand for a particular service or even
investing in new providers.
Providing voluntary fee-based services. If
the district, in its old form, provided certain
valuable services to schools, perhaps schools
will be willing to pay fees to continue receiving
those services.
Helping schools become better buyers of
services. If schools are going to be contracting
for more services on the open market, one core
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set of capacities they will need involves buying
identifying their needs or specifications, gen-

erating a pool of potential vendors, selecting
from among bidders and managing contracts
with multiple vendors. Since districts have
played these roles for years, they may be able
to help schools acquire these capacities.
Helping with facilities. For districts that are
allowing new schools to form, one key area of
support is facilities, which can absorb a dispro-
portionate amount of school leaders' attention
and, in some cases, prevent a school from open-
ing. Districts can help by using financing
structures available to them on behalf of new
schools (e.g., issuing tax-exempt bonds for the
construction or renovation of school buildings),
by aggressively converting vacant or under-
used facilities to new uses and by constructing
or acquiring facilities to be used by newly
formed schools. In districts seeking to foster
the creation of new schools, one promising
option is to develop incubators that can house
schools in their start-up years, giving them
affordable space until they are ready to move
to permanent homes.

Pipeline and selection. For districts that include
new schools as part or all of their strategy, it is
imperative to think about generating a pipeline of
qualified applicants to operate schools. In the early
years, districts have mostly not had to focus on this
question simply by letting it be known that there
is an opportunity to open new schools, they have
been deluged with applicants. As time goes on,
though, and the top applicants are indeed selected,
the pipeline may slow. If the district still needs more
new schools, how can it increase the flow?

One set of measures is covered above effective
support systems make it more likely that talented
educators and entrepreneurs will be willing to step
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forward and take on the challenge of opening a new
school. But districts can also go beyond such
support, and conduct outreach to potential suppliers
of new schools. This outreach can be local reaching
out to top educators, community organizations and
other local talent, and encouraging them to consider
opening a new school. Or it can be broader
identifying national or regional organizations that
create new schools and inviting them to submit
applications locally.? Such a broader approach might
be especially useful for larger systems interested in
contracting for the operation of numerous schools. In
such cases, it may make sense to select intermedi-
aries with the capacity to open several schools.
Outreach can be informal making contact with
potential applicants or it can be more formal
issuing a request for proposals (RFP) inviting appli-
cants to come forward.

In thinking about a pipeline of qualified applicants
to operate schools, it is important for districts to
consider what kinds of supply they want to gener-
ate. Are there certain gaps that need filling in the
district? Are there certain student populations that
are not well-served now? Are there certain instruc-
tional approaches that are in demand but not
offered locally? A district answering "yes" to these
questions will want to target its outreach and tailor
its RFPs or invitations.

Finally, a district shapes capacity by how it selects
among applicants to open new schools. Establishing
criteria for acceptance and designing a review
process that allows for careful vetting of applications
are hallmarks of most charter districts that allow
new schools to form. Not only does such a process
screen out potential school founders who lack the
capacity or plans to create excellent schools, it also
encourages would-be applicants to engage in much
more careful up-front thinking about the design of
their schools.
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There are many challenges inherent in shifting from
a traditional district to a charter district. Leaders
must make significant shifts in every major category
of school operations and decisionmaking. Individuals
who work in the district will experience new and
heavy demands. And greater and more creative
efforts are required to connect families, schools, com-
munity organizations and businesses. Once a district
chooses to transform to a charter district, at least
three types of roadblocks may be encountered.

Districts may be bound by state or local policies
that prevent this kind of system or make it difficult
to implement (i.e., state laws concerning collective
bargaining may need to be amended to allow indi-
vidual schools to employ and negotiate with school
leaders and faculty). Unless a state specifically
denies a district the right to charter, using waiver
authority in areas where it exists can skirt many of
the obstructions. Connecting and collaborating
becomes critical in this situation and requires that
district leaders partner with like-minded leaders in
other districts to present state leaders with ideas for
policy change and support. Allies in education, busi-
ness and community groups can be sought and culti-
vated to support the new strategy at the local and
state levels.

Local political opposition to change presents
another potential roadblock to the creation of a char-
ter district. Local school board members, faculty and
others may be uncomfortable with the shift of
control and changes in how resources flow. Again,
connecting and collaborating will prove to be key.
District administrators can work closely with local
school board members and community groups to
foster buy-in, and can conduct media and public
information campaigns to help school leaders and

S

faculty understand the benefits they will experience
from the new system. District leaders will need to
encourage those in opposition to see that the public
education system is being strengthened, not under-
mined, by the new arrangements. In particular, they
will need to encourage collective-bargaining units to
play a new role that allows for school autonomy
while protecting employee rights. In this effort, they
can call upon state leaders as a resource to help cre-
ate a new labor-management relationship through
changing state laws governing collective bargaining.

Developing new schools and designing and imple-
menting new work systems for nearly every major
category of operation will require additional
resources, forcing district leaders to tap new
resources and capabilities to make the transition
to a charter district. With state funds being reduced
and fewer outside funding resources available, how-
ever, many districts around the country are
strapped for money. Nevertheless, district leaders
can employ strategies to free up resources for the
transition to a charter district. For example, they
can thoroughly evaluate current central office spend-
ing and reallocate funds from functions that are no
longer needed in the new system. Districts also can
seek short-term private funding to cover the one-
time design and transition costs.

While the transition will be challenging, the experi-
ence of existing charter districts shows that such
challenges can be met and roadblocks removed or
lessened by using some of the strategies mentioned
in this report. District leaders have found the diffi-
cult shift worth the effort as they have created an
environment for the district's schools and students
to excel, increased community engagement and
better met families' needs.
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